Introduction

Consider hyperbolic n-space
The geodesics in H ~ are the circles orthogonal to the "sphere at infinity"
~H" = {x~n"l llxll =I} =s ~-I.
An n-simplex in H n with vertices v0, ..., v, 6 Hn U ~H ~ is the dosed subset of Hn bounded by the n + I spheres which contain all the vertices except one and which are orthogonal to S "-1. k simplex is called ideal if all the vertices arc on the sphere at infinity. It is easy to see that the volume of a hyperbolic n-simplex is finite also ff some of the vertices are on the sphere at infinity. A simplex is called regular if any permutation of its vertices can be induced by an isometry of H n. This makes sense also for ideal simplices since any isometry of H n can be extended continuously to HnU OH n. There is, up to isometry, only one ideal regular n-simplex in H ~.
The main result of the present paper is the following theorem which was conjectured by Thurston ([6] , section 6.1).
T~]~OREM 1. In hyperbolic n-space, /or n >~2, a simplex is o/~aximal volume i[ and only if it is ideal and regular.
Since any hyperbolic n-simplex is contained in an ideal one it suffices, when proving For n = 2 any 3 [2] is regular and has area equal to z, so in this case the theorem is trivially true.
For n =3 one has Lobatcheffsky's volume formula, [1] . For the form of it given below see e.g. Mflnor [3] . In any 3 [3] opposite dihedral angles are equal, and if ~, fl, y are the three dihedral angles at one vertex then ~ +fl +y =~z, and the volume is given by
As shown in [3] this formula implies Theorem 1 for n = 3.
The motivation for the present study is a very elegant proof, due to Gromov, of Mostow's rigidity theorem, [5] , for oriented closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds. The theorem states that for n >~3 two oriented, closed, hyperbolic n-manifolds which are homotopy equivalent are automatically isometric. It is clear that Gromov's proof (as presented in Thurston's lecture notes [6] , section 6.3) works also for n>3 once one knows that ideal simplices of maximal volume in H n are automatically regular.
For the convenience of the reader we give here a very brief outline of Gromov's argument.
Let [: M->N be a homotopy equivalence between closed, oriented hyperbolic n-manifolds with n ~> 3. To prove that M and N are isometric one notes that they are orbit spaces where a0[n ] is a regular euclidean n-simplex with vertices on the unit sphere. This asymptotic formula has been known to Milnor for some time [4], but since his proof is less direct than ours, we find it worthwhile to present our proof here (cf. section 4).
Recollections about hyperbolic n-space
Besides the Poincar~ disk model of H n we shall use two other models, namely the pro- 
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on an interplay between the formulas (2.1) and (2.2).
The fact that (2. We start by giving an estimate for the growth of V(%[n]) which will be used in the proof but which is also of interest in itself. Recall that T0[n] denotes a regular ideal n-simplex in H".
PROPOSITIO~ 2. For all n>~2 one has n--1 V(To[n+l])<I n ~ < V('~o[n])
n" (3.1)
Remark. The 
Clearly these three formulas imply that
n which is equivalent to (3.1).
Since all ideal, regular n-simplices in H ~ are isometric we can assume that p(Zo The concavity of / then implies that A < f~ /(E(1 -I1~ t.<,,v, ll3))a/~.
(3.8)
In] i
The mean value involved here can easily be computed from the following formulas i ~q=J t Using also (2.2) (for n + 1) and (2.1) and letting 
1
E(t..>t.(~)) n(n+l) k~.t tktz~n(nt"
,~[n] =p-l(a[n]) one gets n V(~[n + 1]) -K n V(~[n]) • fo /((1 -e ~) (1 -r2)) dr = (1 -c~)-~/~nV('fo[n + 1]) -Kn(1 -c2)-(~+t)~2V(vo[n]) < (1 -c~)-~J% VO:o[n + 1]) -K~ V(~o[n])) ~0.
